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Abstract
Shell parts which have similar and close inner and outer surfaces are common in industrial
manufacturing applications. In view of the 6D pose error compensation of parts in high-precision robotic
assembly tasks, this work proposes a fast 6D pose estimation approach tailored for shell parts. With a
binocular structured light camera, the proposed approach consists of two phases, namely initial pose
estimation phase and local pose estimation phase. In the former one, an initial pose correction and
translation offset methods serve to solve the local optimal estimation problem of the iterative closest
point (ICP) algorithm. This problem is caused by the poorly assigned initial pose and the similar inner and
outer surfaces of shell parts. In the latter one, the voxel sampling and the weighted point-to-plane ICP
algorithms are applied to boost the e�ciency of the pose estimation approach. With two typical shell
parts, a simulation and an experiment of pose estimation are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed approach. Experiment results prove that the accuracy of the pose estimation approach is
0:27mm/0:38°, and the runtime is 680ms.
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Figures

Figure 1

Pose compensation in robotic assembly tasks
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Figure 2

Pose errors in assembly tasks.

Figure 3
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Local optimal estimation problem: Given the shell parts, the 3D vision sensor can only capture the point
cloud of its visible side. Owing to the poorly assigned initial poses and the similarity of inner and outer
surfaces of shell parts, improper corresponding relationships of point pairs will be identi�ed by ICP, which
results in local optimal pose estimation.

Figure 4

Work �ow of the proposed fast 6D pose estimation approach for shell parts

Figure 5

The manual assembly process of a cellphone back cover.
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Figure 6

Data missing caused by self-occlusion problem: Three viewpoints and the corresponding visible PCD.
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Figure 7

The pose correction process.
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Figure 8

The viewpoint direction (left) and the translation offset (right).

Figure 9

Two translation metrics of the corresponding points
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Figure 10

Simulation setup: The CAD models used in the simulation and the elevation rotation of the viewpoints.
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Figure 11

Pose errors of three approaches in each test.
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Figure 12

Experimental platform: The X-axis and Y-axis indicate the movement direction of the rotation and
translation platforms, respectively.
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Figure 13

Schematic of precision and accuracy experiments: For pose precision, poses part A and B are estimated
multiple times to obtained T1:::Tn. And the variance of these poses is used to represent the precision. For
pose accuracy, the parts are captured before and after applying a known movement Tm of the platforms
and the error between Tm and the applied movement is used to represent the accuracy.

Figure 14

Two metrics for precision and accuracy
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Figure 15

Position and angle errors of part A and B: (a) and (b) indicate the position and angle error (precisions) of
part A, respectively; (c) and (d) indicate those for part B. The red curve represents metric 1, and the blue
one represents metric 2.
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Figure 16

Accuracy curves for part A.
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Figure 17

Accuracy curves for part B .
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Figure 18

Pose estimation results of part A and B in the experiments: The white PCD are the complete model point
clouds, the green point clouds represent the adjusted initial poses, and the red point clouds are the point
clouds after registration. The bottom two pictures show the actual calculated poses


